
Techniques For Making You a Better Player
Today Than You Were Yesterday
Are you looking to level up your skills and become a better player? Whether you
play sports, video games, or any other competitive activity, there are certain
techniques that can help you improve your performance. In this article, we will
explore a variety of strategies to elevate your gameplay and make you a better
player today than you were yesterday.

1. Mindset is Everything

The first step towards becoming a better player is to adopt a winning mindset.
Your mental approach plays a crucial role in achieving success. Cultivate a
positive mindset and believe in your abilities. Visualization techniques can help
you mentally rehearse your actions and improve your decision-making skills in
real-time situations.

Developing a growth mindset is also essential. Embrace challenges as
opportunities for growth and never give up in the face of setbacks. Learn from
your mistakes and see them as stepping stones towards improvement.
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2. Set Clear Goals

Setting clear, achievable goals is another technique that can significantly impact
your performance. By defining specific objectives, you can focus your efforts and
measure your progress. Ensure your goals are both challenging and realistic to
keep yourself motivated.

Break down your larger goals into smaller, manageable tasks. This will help you
stay organized and allow you to track your accomplishments along the way.
Celebrating your milestones will boost your morale and propel you forward.

3. Practice with Purpose

Practice is the cornerstone of improvement. However, it's not just about quantity
but also quality. Engage in deliberate practice, which involves focused and
structured training sessions. Identify your weaknesses and work on them
systematically.

Develop a practice routine that includes both skill-building drills and simulated
game scenarios. Repetition is essential for muscle memory and mastering
techniques. Consistency is key, so aim to practice regularly rather than
sporadically.

4. Seek Feedback

Feedback is invaluable for growth. Seek feedback from coaches, teammates, or
mentors who can offer objective insights into your performance. Listen attentively
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and be open to constructive criticism. Reflect on the feedback and make
necessary adjustments to your approach.

Record your gameplay or performances whenever possible. Watching yourself
from an outsider's perspective can reveal areas for improvement that you may
have overlooked. Use this feedback to refine your skills and strategies.

5. Embrace Continuous Learning

Successful players never stop learning. Stay up to date with the latest trends,
techniques, and strategies in your field. Read books, watch tutorials, and attend
workshops or seminars to expand your knowledge base.

Study the performances of top players or athletes in your sport or game. Analyze
their techniques, decision-making, and positioning on the field. Emulate what
works for them while adding your unique style and creativity.

6. Take Care of Your Body

Your physical well-being significantly impacts your performance. Regular
exercise, proper nutrition, and sufficient rest are crucial for optimum gameplay.
Engage in sport-specific workouts to improve your strength, agility, and
endurance.

Make sure to warm up before any physical activity to prevent injuries. Recovery is
equally important, so include adequate rest days in your training schedule.
Prioritize sleep to maximize your cognitive abilities and reaction times.

7. Stay Positive and Persevere

Lastly, staying positive and persevering through challenges will propel you
forward. Remember that improvement takes time, and setbacks are a natural part



of the process. Keep a positive attitude, learn from your failures, and continue
striving for excellence.

Becoming a better player is a journey that requires dedication, hard work, and
perseverance. By adopting a winning mindset, setting clear goals, practicing with
purpose, seeking feedback, embracing continuous learning, taking care of your
body, and staying positive, you can elevate your performance and become a
better player today than you were yesterday. So go ahead, apply these
techniques, and unlock your true potential!
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Do you feel overwhelmed by all the poker content out there? Are you looking for a
system of poker study that will help you master one skill at a time, while keeping
you away from poker concept overload?

How To Study Poker is the first of it's kind: a poker book that teaches you how to
work out poker strategies for yourself on and off the felt.
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Inside you’ll find:
- Proven strategies for building all-important foundational skills into your game
- How to avoid lazy learning and to actively get the most from every piece of
poker strategy content out there
- 25 different and simple study techniques as well as the single most under-
utilized yet extremely beneficial technique the pros don't want you to know about
- 27 Action Steps to get you improving your game ASAP

A BONUS: My FREE workbook with a pre-built study plan to save you time and
jump-start your poker journey
. . . And so much more!

What poker players have said about How To Study Poker:
“This book is just what I needed . . . about 16 months ago!” -Dennis P.
“I think the book is great. You are filling a place that deserves attention.” -David
O.

This book is intended for No Limit Hold'em players, both LIVE and online, who
want to improve their poker game and are willing to put in the time necessary to
learn the skills that will propel them through poker's ranks.

Sky Matsuhashi has written one other book, 'How to Study Poker Volume 2' and
is the creator of the 'Smart Poker Study Podcast.'
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